ALL-IN

The All-In app is not just your average calendar app, but rather all of your calendars combines into one. It combines all calendars and assignments from all loaded platforms such as Google Classroom, Schoology, Schoolloop, Turnitin.com, and many more. The goal is to consolidate your busy life by joining school, personal, and extra-curricular calendars into one place for efficiency and better organization. There are several key features that will help solve this growing problem students face in this world of online education. The goal is to solve three main issues that students, especially in high school face: organization, time management, and relationships/communication with teachers when it comes to assignments, accommodations, and mental health. The All-In app will solve all three. This can help improve education efficiency and open up necessary conversations between teachers and students to overall maximize their education experience.

1. Students are greeted with a mental health check in at the beginning of each day; allows teachers to see where their students are and give them the support or space they need in the classroom—also collects patterns of inputs and alerts teacher if there is a consistent negative response (angry, sad, etc)

2. Algorithm implemented to combine teachers estimated time to complete assignment with your pattern of inputted total time to provide most accurate estimate for length of assignment and time needed to complete
   a. Also allows teacher to see how long the assignment took you—only if it took you substantially longer than the average time to provide feedback on how you are doing with the material

3. Allows teachers to see your school requirements, sports requirements for school teams, and any more additions you chose to share with them. This will give teachers a better understanding of their students as a whole and open a line of communication
   a. Provides way of communicating how you are doing and what is going on in your life without feeling the pressure of sitting down with your teacher

4. Provides a to-do list, a list of what to plan for, and a full schedule view of your week. This full schedule includes all classes, practices, appointments, and other required hours. In addition, based on the time spots you have available, it will suggest times to complete assignments based on a hierarchy of due date, weight of assignment, and current grade in that class.